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There’s nothing worse than unplanned pump  
breakdowns or pump failures! 
Luckily, Graco has got you covered.

Expansion of the number   
of pumps in stock

From weeks 
to a few days

Lead times in the past

 More availability 

Lead time decrease

The Husky Quick-Ship Service will get you the Husky AODD-pump you need when you 
need it.

With an expansion of 30% more Husky AODD-pump configurations in stock available 
at our EMEA warehouse, we can meet your express needs to help you avoid downtime, 
stay on schedule, respond to the unexpected and control costs in today’s challenging 
environment. 
Find out all the details of this service at www.graco.com/quickshipservice.

The number of pump configurations in 
stock has been increased by over 30%. Even  

for the less common configurations, we do  
have a model in stock to meet your needs.

From now on, you no longer have to wait  
up to 9 weeks or more before a pump can 
be shipped. Thanks to the Husky Quick-Ship 
Service, all pumps in stock at our EMEA 
warehouse will be shipped after receiving 
your order. Be sure to mention all necessary 
details!

No need to search No need to configurate

FIND OUT MORE

Clear overview of all pumps in stock Immediately the correct part number

All pumps in stock are listed with a clear 
description of their configuration. You 
can select the pump size, fluid section, 

seats and diaphragm material.

For each pump in stock, the part number  
is listed as well as the pump  

configuration. You no longer need to  
configure the pump online in order to 

find the correct part number. Ordering a 
Husky-pump has never been easier.

WWW.GRACO.COM/QUICKSHIPSERVICE

When stock available in the US Warehouse

When no stock available in the US Warehouse

+30%

Immediate shipping without extra costs

1,5 weeks + extra costs

2,5 weeks + extra costs

6 weeks

4 weeks


